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Preliminary Considerations in a Carveout
Putting Together the Pieces: What Are We Going to Divest?
▪

Defining scope of carved out business (the “Business”)
• Determine assets required to conduct the Business

Transaction
Perimeter
•

Key Issues

o

Any assets necessary to conduct both the Business and your retained businesses?

o

Restrictions on the ability to transfer assets to be divested (i.e., third party consents / structural
impediments)?

Determine whether any historical liabilities should be included in the divestiture

▪

Determine whether any new legal entities need to be created to effect transfer of assets and liabilities

▪

Management / employees to be transferred

▪

Identification of assets / liabilities and completion of any requisite internal
reorganization

▪

Standalone financial statements

▪

Regulatory and third-party consents

▪

Intercompany arrangements

▪

Employment issues (particular sensitivity in carveouts in that employee
support required; potential for shifting loyalties; partitioning of employee
base)
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Separation of Assets and Liabilities

Host of complex and interrelated issues to be considered, including:
▪ Determination of assets and liabilities to be allocated to the Business
▪ Effecting the separation of the Business in a cost and tax-efficient manner
▪ How to separate integrated Business assets/operations from retained businesses
• e.g., IT assets can be shared by affiliates in ways that are not immediately obvious
▪ Responsibility for historical liabilities
▪ Arrangements regarding any shared assets and liabilities
• Are shared asset and liability arrangements short-term or long-term
• On what basis will use of shared assets and responsibility for related costs be determined
• Who will be responsible for maintenance of shared assets and employee training
• How will decisions be made regarding settlement of shared liabilities
▪ Allocation of benefits and burdens of contracts involving both Business assets and retained assets
▪ Replacement of parent guarantees of Business obligations and vice versa
▪ Sufficiency of assets
• Refers to Business’s capability of operating on a stand-alone basis
• Transaction agreement may contain a representation on this point
• Regardless of representation, parties need thorough due diligence to ensure Business has necessary
infrastructure and systems to operate as an independent company on “day one”
• Transition services arrangement may be necessary
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Preliminary Considerations in a Carveout
How Do We Market What We Are Going to Divest?
▪

Standalone
Financial
Statements

Key Issues

Standalone historical financial statements will provide touchstone for potential buyers’ evaluation of the
Business
•

Financial statements adequate for this purpose are critical

•

Necessary for buyer to conduct financial due diligence

•

Likely necessary for buyer to obtain bank or public debt financing

▪

Consider extent to which the Business unit has been separately reported and feasibility of having existing
financials audited

▪

Consider required adjustments / costs to be incorporated into financial statements and projections to reflect
the Business as standalone
•

Challenge of allocating entity-wide assets, operational expenses and revenues to stand-alone business

•

Projections for the Business will be necessary for buyer to formulate a purchase price

▪

Required adjustments to historical financials to reflect standalone
costs / dis-synergies

▪

Audited v. Unaudited

▪

Time periods to cover

▪

Compliance with SEC requirements
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Preliminary Considerations in a Carveout

▪

Transaction
Structure

▪

▪

Sale of entity (i.e., stock purchase or merger agreement)*
•

Determine whether any new legal entities need to be created to effect transfer of assets and liabilities

•

Considerations include (i) timing; (ii) third party consents and approvals; (iii) whether you would want the
Business segregated into separate entity in the event sale process is unsuccessful; and (iv) tax
consequences

Sale of assets
•

Asset sale may add legal complexity

•

Assignment of specific assets / contracts may trigger additional third party consents

Spin-Off / Dividend
•

Reverse Morris Trust transaction (spin-off + merger)
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Preliminary Considerations in a Carveout
▪

Intercompany
Arrangments

▪

Identify assets utilized in both the Business and the retained businesses
•

Enterprise-wide contracts / parent guarantees / financing arrangements

•

Intellectual property / brand names

•

Shared real property / insurance coverage

•

Management / corporate functions (i.e., HR, IT, legal, accounting, procurement, etc.)

Identify arrangements between the Business and the retained businesses that should survive divestiture
•

▪

Are existing arrangements documented and on arm’s-length terms?

Short or long-term agreements (i.e., TSA, Reverse TSA, Shared Services Agreement, IP Licenses, other
commercial arrangements, etc.) may increase marketability of the Business and may need to be negotiated
in connection with transaction
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Key Documents / Workstreams

Transaction
Documents

Board
Materials

Communication
Materials

Regulatory
Filings

▪

Acquisition Agreement / SDA

▪

Sublease

▪

Disclosure Schedules

▪

Intellectual Property Licenses

▪

Transition Services Agreement

▪

Other Commercial Agreements

▪

Reverse Transition Services Agreement

▪

Contract Notices / Consents

▪

Board updates regarding transaction

▪

Fairness opinion

▪

Board summary / approval documents, including resolutions

▪

Press Release

▪

Investor deck / script / Q&A

▪

Communications to customers / vendors / partners

▪

Internal communications, including employee communications

▪

SEC filings

▪

Antitrust filings

▪

Other governmental and third party consents / notices
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Operational
Separation in
Carveouts

Topics for Discussion

Defining the strategic objectives for the transaction

Reviewing the main drivers of separation activity

Preparing for post-carve governance & entanglement

Lessons learned and Q&A
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Strategic Definition of the Transaction is Critical to Inform
Operational Carveout Approach
With the aim to deliver:

Which products,
assets (e.g.,
employees,
manufacturing
sites), geographies
to include?

Deal
perimeter

Transaction
structure

Strategy

Which transaction
structure will best
deliver on the
strategy, and can
be executed (e.g.,
JV, divestiture,
spin)?

Good
Companies

Good Stock

Can we build a compelling strategic
argument for both sets of
businesses?
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Carveouts Tend to Follow Three Phases to Prepare to Close
Dedicated functional activities are not represented in this timeline
Separation Strategy &
Announcement Prep
• Identify Key Risks & Assumptions
• Create process inventory to inform
separation plan

Key
Activities
(may
overlap
within subphases)

• Coordinate communications to internal
and external stakeholders
• Prepare A-day logistics
• Determine NewCo Org design
• Establish program governance
• Enable separation of financial reporting
and related systems
• Prepare capital plans for NewCo &
RemainCo

Workplanning
• Prepare global workplans & target states
• Define NewCo Purpose, Vision & Culture
• Determine NewCo growth & margin
strategy
• Refine Org design as needed & engage
works council

Implementation
• Develop & share market separation
guidance
• Develop market workplan framework
• Cutover key systems & processes for major
milestones
• Develop Interim Operating Models

• Assign markets to Legal Entity (LE) Wave
buckets

• Monitor workplan execution

• Plan and execute the transaction (e.g.
capital structure, accounting requirements, carve out analysis, & transactionrelated agreements)

• Continue Org related activities (e.g., people
readiness strategy, talent selection,
conveyance plan)

• Implement change control

• Conduct roadshow
• Readiness checks & tollgates
• LE separation waves

• MA transfers
• Form 10 filing
• Registrations, licenses and permits for
NewCo
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Post-spin Planning is Critical for Both Companies to
Minimize Business Disruption Post-spin

Why is Post-Spin planning important?
In a large scale spin, there will certainly be entanglement of varying
degrees between companies even after spin
NewCo will be unable to set up every process at spin date due to
long duration disentanglement activity and will require:
• Transition Service Agreements (TSAs), and other agreements
to enable business continuity
• Additional standup and separation work (from both companies)
to transition off these agreements
• Interim Operating Models (IOMs) to enable continuous supply
of products for certain markets
Similarly, RemainCo will likely require NewCo support for select
processes to continue being operational

Key questions to answer
• What will be the governance / Transition Management Office
structure overseeing the relationship between the two
companies?
• What will be the scope of the relationship between the two
companies? e.g., TSAs, MSAs, standup activities, ongoing
regulatory effort, etc.
• What resourcing will be required for both companies?
• What will be the duration of the post-spin entanglement, and
how does it vary by geography or process?

Certain local markets may not be able to spin at global spin date for
regulatory, legal, or other operational reasons, thus resulting in
post-spin markets (PSM)
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Lessons Learned From the “Front Lines" of a Carveout

Design your separation approach to be consistent with RemainCo’s strategic
priorities from the transaction

Design your global program governance model early

Develop a plan for post-close operating model between the two companies

Design and execute a robust process for regulatory strategy and supply assurance

Develop a clear operational strategy for deferred/entangled markets

Build robust people readiness prior to close
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